42" ENCLOSURE WITH HINGED DOOR

EN4250 | On-Q

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Perfect for larger installations, this 42" enclosure features universal On-Q style mounting holes that are compatible with all bay-style modules. It also includes larger top openings that make pulling wire easier as well as additional knockouts, more side lances, and side tabs for more flexible mounting. It includes a hinged cover.

- Flanged covers hide drywall openings
- Drywall depth indicators
- Flush and surface installation
- Mounting tabs provide correct flush-mount position for standard installations
- Patented mounting system offers versatile module mounting options
- Literature pouch included for dealer information
- Includes self-adhesive cable identification table
- Cover included
- Made in the USA

GENERAL INFO

Color: Glossy White
Finish: Protective Powder Coat
Type: Hinged

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
cULus: Yes
UL Listing No: ANSI/UL 1863; ANSI/UL 985; ANSI/UL 1023; CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 182.4-1990; ULC-S545; CSA-C22.2 No. 144.1 (2006) -- (Communication Circuit Accessory) and (Security Equipment - Fire Alarm Equipment)
DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): 3.7"
Height (US): 42.1"
Width (US): 14.3"
Product Weight (US): 21.51 lb

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Humidity: Max 93% non-condensing
Material: 20 Gauge CRS
Minimum Depth Requirement (US): 3.7"
Mounting: Surface or Flush